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Motor vehicle insurance is property insurance in our country, the longest 
operating business, the largest insurance premium. Auto insurance business conditions 
directly affect the healthy development of the property insurance company. Under the 
new situation, to explore how to further improve the quality of underwriting, guard 
against operational risks, to promote the sustained and healthy development of auto 
insurance has very important realistic significance for insurance companies.The 
current amount of automobile in China compared with developed countries there is 
still a lot of room for growth, insurance demand will continue to increase this requires 
insurance companies to improve service levels in all aspects of marketing, insurance 
claims to strengthen risk control to adapt to the development demand. 
The technology of data mining is to extract all know but do not know there is 
useful information from the process database. From the car insurance insurance 
customers feel find business renewal problem point widespread impact, services, and 
to the problems timely put forward the improvement measures and methods, to 
improve and enhance the utilization rate of resources, property insurance company 
precision delivery, enhance customer satisfaction, improve the auto insurance 
customer experience, and then improve the insurance company image, enhance the 
insurance company reputation; method and basis to find the data mining technology 
processing in daily work in the insurance company, make the technology of data 
mining is widely used in the insurance industry, but also can be recommended to other 
industries, to help the insurance industry in the course of operation, the deployment of 
timely adjustment of strategic thinking, create new way of insurance industry 
competition advantage. 
Through data mining, analysis of customer in the whole process of auto 
insurance service demand, find the existing insurance companies and service 
operation process problems, and aimed at the problem of point out the improvement 

















accurate input, improve auto insurance customer experience level, thus further the 
increase of domestic car insurance sales turnover rate. At the same time, expounds the 
application of demand analysis process in the automobile insurance, according to this 
process, on the car vehicle insurance system needs to do a detailed explanation, in 
addition the non functional requirements of the system also made certain requirements 
for the design and implementation of the system, do a solid foundation. 
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